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Abstract. We present a nonflowing laser light scattering method for
automatically counting and classifying blood cells. A linear charge-
coupled device (CCD) and a silicon photoelectric cell (which is
placed behind a pinhole plate on the CCD) form a double-detector
structure: the CCD is used to detect the scattered light intensity distri-
bution of the blood cells and the silicon photoelectric cell to complete
the focusing process. An isotropic sphere, with relative refractivity
near 1, is used to model the blood cell. Mie theory is used to describe
the scattering of white blood cells and platelets, and anomalous dif-
fraction, red blood cells. To obtain the size distribution of blood cells
from their scattered light intensity distribution, the nonnegative con-
straint least-squares (NNLS) method combined with the Powell
method and the precision punishment method are used. Both numeri-
cal simulation and experimental results are presented. This method
can be used not only to measure the mean and the distribution of red
blood cell size, but also to divide the white blood cells into three
classes: lymphocytes, middle-sized cells, and neutrocytes. The experi-
mental results show a linear relationship between the blood cell (both
white and red blood cells) concentration and the scattered light inten-
sity, and therefore, the number of blood cells in a unit volume can be
determined from this relationship. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta-
tion Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1782572]
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1 Introduction
Blood cell counting and classification is one of the most com-
monly ordered clinical laboratory tests. It is a useful screening
and diagnostic test often done as part of a routine physica
examination. Blood cells can be divided into three types: red
blood cells, white blood cells, and blood platelets. And their
sizes, properties and functions are different. The diameter of
red blood cell is about 6 to 9mm, and that of a white blood
cell and blood platelet are 6 to 20 and 2 to 3mm, respectively.
There are mainly four methods for counting and classification
of blood cells. The hemacytometer method,1 a manual count-
ing method, uses a counting chamber requiring checking un
der a microscopy. The photoelectric nephelometric method1

can be used only to count normal red blood cells and results i
large counting errors for abnormal cells. The other two avail-
able methods for blood cell counting and classification use
either a Coulter counter2,3 or a flow cytometer.4–6 They mea-
sure a single cell flowing through the measuring region base
on the electrical impedance~the so-called Coulter principle!
or the laser scattering principle, respectively. But both have
the common disadvantages of having complicated structure
and high prices and they can easily be blocked due to the flow
principle. Theera-Umpon and Gader used system-level traine
neural networks to count white blood cells.7 But training is a
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time-consuming process requiring the presentation of m
white blood cell distributions to the neural network. To ove
come these disadvantages, we present a new nonflowing
light scattering method to count and classify blood cells,
garding blood cells as small particles. There have been m
studies on particle size measurement using light scatte
method,8–15 digital imaging techniques,16 the neural network
technique,17 photon migration techniques,18 and the Coulter
technique.19 However, none of these techniques can be
plied to all types of particles. Most of the research works
particle size measurement employing the light scatter
method were based on the Fraunhofer diffraction theory or
Mie theory. They used general photoelectric detectors, mu
circle photoelectric components,9–13 or linear charge-coupled
device~CCD! sensors20 to detect the scattered light intensit
of the particles. However, these methods have not been
in measuring blood cells and they could not provide inform
tion concerning the number of blood cells in a unit volum
To use the light scattering method for counting and classify
blood cells, the scattering properties of the blood cells m
be studied, and a suitable inversion algorithm must be use
obtain the blood cell sizes and their distribution.
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the blood cell counting and clas-
sification experimental setup using the nonflowing laser light scatter-
ing method.
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2 Experimental Setup and Working Principle
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the experiment
set-up of the nonflowing laser light scattering method in our
laboratory. In this system, the laser used is a 5-mW cw
helium-neon~He-Ne! laser of wavelength 632.8 nm. The nar-
row He-Ne laser light that passed through a light-expanding
lens, a pinhole filter, and a collimated lens was changed into
uniform wide parallel light. It was incident on a blood sample
contained in a sampling pool and was scattered by the bloo
sample. The scattered light was collected by a linear CCD
which was positioned on the back focal plane of a Fourier
lens, and was converted into an electric signal by the CCD
The analog electrical signal was converted into a digital signa
and collected by a data acquisition system. Then the digita
signal was transmitted to a computer through an interface cir
cuit and was processed by the computer. The results of th
blood cell size distribution, mean diameter, cell numbers, and
white blood cell classification information can thus be ob-
tained.

A linear CCD with 1024 elements~TCD132D, Toshiba
Co., Japan! was used to detect the scattering light intensity
distribution of the blood cells. It has the advantages of high
sensitivity and high spatial resolution, but has the disadvan
tage that it is easily saturated. To overcome the disadvantag
of the CCD and the difficulty of distinguishing the scattered
light of blood cells from the nonscattered light at the light
axis, a silicon photoelectric cell, which was positioned behind
a pinhole plate on the CCD, was combined with the CCD to
form a double-detector structure~Fig. 2! and was used to
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complete the focusing of the experimental setup. When
output of the silicon photoelectric cell reached maximum,
focusing process was completed.

3 Theoretical Model and Analysis
3.1 Theoretical Model
Several theoretical models can be used to describe the
scattering of biological cells. The simplest model is a 2-
opaque circular disk.21 This model considers only the diffrac
tion of light at the edge of the cell. A homogeneous sph
model22 can describe the diffraction at the edge of the ce
and the reflection and refraction at the surface of the cell.
it cannot describe the influence of the cell nucleus. An opa
ring23 can be used to account for the diffraction effects of t
edges of the cell and the nucleus. A more realistic model
the biological cell would be a double-layered spherical str
ture, i.e., a sphere~nucleus! of one refractive index, sur-
rounded by a coating~cytoplasm region! of another refractive
index.24 This theoretical model can represent the effects of
nuclear and cellular diffraction, refraction, reflection, and a
sorption, but its mathematical scattering description is v
complex.

To describe the scattering of the blood cell and to avoid
much mathematical complexity, and as the relative refractiv
of blood cell to water is near one,25 we used an isotropic
sphere with relative refractivity near one to simulate the blo
cell.26

It is difficult to describe the scattering phenomenon
mathematical expressions. Until now, only the mathemat
expressions of single scattering and elastic scattering h
been studied.27,28 There are many theories that can be used
describe the single and elastic scattering of various kinds
particles, such as the Fraunhofer diffraction theory, anomal
diffraction, the Rayleigh scattering theory, and the M
theory.27 Each theory’s applicable scope is different. M
theory can describe almost every kind of spherical partic
but it is very mathematically complicated. Fraunhofer diffra
tion theory does not consider the refractivity of the particle
can be used to describe a large particle’s diffraction. Rayle
scattering can describe the scattering of a small particle w
its size much smaller than the wavelength of the incid
light. In some size ranges, the anomalous diffraction the
can be used to describe the scattering of a particle with ref
tivity near one. Blood cells can be considered as particles w
size parametera@1. Herea is a particle size parameter de
fined asa5pD/l, whereD is the diameter of the cell, andl
is the wavelength of the light in the medium. As blood ce
are large compared with the wavelength of the laser light
used, Rayleigh scattering theory is not applicable. From
investigation of the literature,25 Fraunhofer diffraction is not
suitable for red blood cells scattering since it does not c
sider the influence of the refractivity of the cells, and anom
lous diffraction is suitable for them. This is in agreement w
others29–31 and our investigations.26 Thus, anomalous diffrac-
tion was used for the red blood cells in this study, and M
theory was used for the white blood cells and blood platel
The relative refractivity of blood cells to the aqueous mediu
was assumed asm51.04, consistent with that assumed b
other investigators.32,33
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of a CCD combined with a pinhole
plate as a double-detector structure. TP=test input, fM=master clock,
SH=shift pulse, fCCD=CCD clock, SS=ground (analog), VSS=ground
(digital), NC=non connection, SOUT=signal output, VREF=reference
voltage input, VAD=power (analog), VDD=power (digital).
o. 5
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Blood cell counting and classification . . .
3.2 Theoretical Analysis
Only single scattering and elastic scattering are studied here
inafter. Let the intensity and wavelength in the medium of
natural parallel light be, respectively,I 0 and l (l5l0 /m,
wherel0 is the light wavelength in the vacuum, andm is the
refractivity of the medium!. When this light is incident on an
isotropic spherical particle of diameterD, at the scattered
angle u in the CCD plane which is positioned on the back
focal plane of the Fourier lens, whose focal length isf , the
scattered light intensityI (u) is28

I ~u!5S l

2p f D
2

I 0F i 1~m,a,u!1 i 2~m,a,u!

2 G , ~1!

wherei 1 and i 2 are the intensity functions whose mathemati-
cal descriptions for the Mie theory and the anomalous diffrac
tion theory can be found in the literature;27,28 a is the particle
size parameter;m5m12 im2 is the particle refractivity in the
medium, when the particle has absorption; and the image pa
m2 of m is not zero.

For a cell group whose number isN, if each cell has the
same diameter, then in the condition of single scattering an
elastic scattering, the total scattered light intensity isN times
that of a single cell. For multiple-sized cell dispersion, the
total scattered light intensity is equal to the sum of the light
intensity of single cell,28 i.e.,

I ~u!5I 0E
0

`S l

2p f D
2 i 11 i 2

2
f ~D !dD, ~2!

where f (D) represents the number percentage of the cells in
the range of some special size among the total cells.

As the cell volume percentage distributionW(D) has the
following relationship with the number percentage distribu-
tion f (D):

f ~D !5
6

pD3 W~D !. ~3!

Substituting Eq.~3! into Eq. ~2!, we can obtain

I ~u!5I 0E
0

` 3l2

4p3D3f 2 ~ i 11 i 2!W~D !dD. ~4!

In fact, the size of every cell group to be measured is in som
range (Dmin ,Dmax), and the measuring of scattered light is
also in some scattered range(umin ,umax). In the case of for-
ward scattering at small angles, there existsu> r / f , wherer
is the distance between CCD sampling element and the ligh
axis. Thus,u is determined by the radial measuring range of
the CCD(r min ,rmax) andumin5rmin /f andumax5rmax/f. Then
integral in Eq.~4! can be changed as sum form

I ~u i !5I 0E
Dmin

Dmax 3l2

4p3D3f 2 ~ i 11 i 2!W~D !dD

5I 0(
j 51

M
3l2

4p3D j
3f 2 ~ i 11 i 2!Wj i 51,2,...,L, ~5!

whereWj is the volume percentage of the cells whose diam-
eter isD j in the whole cells;M is the number of the cell size
Journal of
-
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ranges;L5(r max2rmin)/Dr is the number of the sampling
units of the CCD; andDr is the distance between each CC
sampling unit.

In Eq. ~5!, I 0 is a constant; we let it be 1. Equation~5! can
be written in sample matrix form, i.e.,

I5TW, ~6!

where I5(I 1 ,I 2 ,...,I L)T is the light intensity distribution
vector,W5(W1 ,W2 ,...,WM)T is the size distribution vector
and

T5F t1,1 t1,2 ¯ t1,M

t2,1 t2,2 ¯ t2,M

A

tL,1 tL,2 tL,M

G
is the light intensity distribution coefficient matrix. The ele
ments ofT are

t i , j5
3l2

4p3D j
3f 2 F i 1S m,

pD j

l
,
r i

f D ,i 2S m,
pD j

l
,
r i

f D G . ~7!

The physical meaning of Eq.~7! is, with the position of the
CCD a unit apart from the light axisr i , the scattered light
intensity caused by the cell of diameterD j is t i , j . Equation
~6! is the basic calculation equation of the nonflowing las
light scattering method.

Thus, when light distribution coefficient matrixT is
known, either via the Mie theory or the anomalous scatter
theory, we can use the CCD to detect the light intensity d
tribution vectorI caused by the measured blood cells, then
solving the linear coupled equationsI5TW reasonably, we
can acquire the distribution of the blood cell group size d
tribution. Due to the approximation of the principle, the infl
ence of the coherent noise and the system noise, the
condition’’ of the equation is almost inevitable, hence t
usual methods used to solve the linear coupled equations
not be applied to solve the distribution of blood cells. Also t
distribution function we want to know has a constraint con
tion, i.e., each element of the size distribution should be n
negative. The nonnegative constraint least squares~NNLS!
method34 is valid in solving the ill-conditioned linear couple
equations, but it has a problem of solution oscillation35

Twomey35 pointed out that this problem can be ameliorat
by adding another constraint condition, i.e., the solution v
tor should be smooth. By adding35 a matrix H which makes
the solution vector smooth, the solution ofW can be reached
when the next equation becomes minimum,

G5~TW2I !T~TW2I !1gWHTW, ~8!

whereg is the Lagrangian multiplier; i.e., to solve the NNL
problem of

H i~TTT1gH!W2TTTi25min
W>0 . ~9!

In Eq. ~9!, the choice ofg is very important. Wheng50, the
solved solution has a characteristic of violent oscillation. W
the increasing ofg, the oscillation of the solved solution de
Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 5 997
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creases. When the solved solution is a smooth curve, th
solution can be regarded35 as the solution of Eq.~6!. But
according to the view of Rizzi et al.36 no matter whatg is
chosen, one still cannot make each component of the solutio
vector’s error small. Thus, we present that after calculating by
the NNLS method, we used the Powell method37 and the pre-
cision punishment method37 to calculate the solution vector
again. Since the Powell method is accepted as the most effe
tive method among the direct optimization methods, but it can
only solve the nonconstraint optimization problem, we used
the precision punishment method combined with it to solve
the constraint optimization problem. The objective function
changed as

P~x,v !5(
i 51

L

~ I ci2I mi!
21v(

j 51

M

umin~2Wj ,0!u, ~10!

whereL is the number of the CCD sampling units; subscripts
c andm represent the calculated and measured values of th
light intensities, respectively;I ci represents the calculated
light intensity value in thei ’ th detect unit;I mi represents the
measured light intensity value detected by thei ’ th detect unit;
M is the number of the cell size ranges;v is the punishment
factor; andWj is the j ’ th component of the size distribution
vector. By this method, we can make each component of th
solution vector’s error small, and the distribution of the cells
can be solved by an independent model~by solving the dis-
tribution without assuming the blood cells fit to a special dis-
tribution!. Numerical simulations and experimental results
showed that this method can calculate the particle suspensio
not only with a single-peak distribution, but also with double-

Table 1 Numerical simulation result of a three-peak distribution.

Index Size Range Volume Fraction Set Calculated Volume Fraction

1 0.6–0.8 0 0

2 0.8–1.1 0 0

3 1.1–1.5 0 0

4 1.5–2.1 0.15 0.150262

5 2.1–2.9 0.20 0.200042

6 2.9–3.9 0 0

7 3.9–5.3 0 0

8 5.3–7.2 0 0

9 7.2–9.8 0.15 0.149734

10 9.8–13.3 0.25 0.249991

11 13.3–18.1 0.10 0.099982

12 18.1–24.6 0 0

13 24.6–33.4 0.05 0.050006

14 33.4–45.4 0.10 0.099983

15 45.4–61.7 0 0
998 Journal of Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 N
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peak and multipeak distribution accurately. Table 1 shows
numerical simulation result of a three-peak distribution. T
size was divided into 15 classes~column 1! with different size
ranges~column 2!, and the volume fraction in each size cla
was set manually~column 3!; in each simulation, a forward
calculation with the exact size distribution generated the m
sured data. The calculated volume fraction in each size c
under conditions of no noise using the presented algorithm
shown in the column 4 of Table 1. We can see that the th
peaks set in the original size distribution can be reconstruc
correctly.

4 Materials and Experiments
4.1 Materials
Some experiments of standard particles~polystyrene latex
provided by Beijing Chemical and Metallurgy Research Ins
tute! and human blood suspensions were measured at X
Jiaotong Univerisity using the experimental measurem
setup shown in Fig. 1. When measuring standard particles
results fit well with the Coulter method results~all the stan-
dard particle’s Coulter method results were provided by
standard particle provider!. The standard deviation of the re
producibility of the setup was no more than 5%, and the s
tem uncertainty was no more than 10%, compared with
nominal size of the standard particle.26 The blood samples
were randomly fetched from the donors at the Xi’an Jiaoto
University Hospital Clinical Laboratory. The blood samp
was heparin-anticoagulated venous blood. The numbe
male subjects was the same as that of female subjects.
donor ages were between 22 and 75. The blood diluents u
in the experiments were the common diluents used by
university hospital, i.e., a red blood cell diluent of 0.9% sali
and a white blood cell diluent of 3% acetum.

Using different quantities of blood cell diluents, the bloo
samples were diluted to different concentration of red blo
cell suspensions and different concentration of white blo
cell suspensions. Each sample’s blood cell number w
counted and the white blood cells were classified in adva
by the hemacytometer method to compare with the res
obtained by the presented method.

4.2 Dependence of Blood Cell Concentration on
Scattered Light Intensity
The dependence of blood cell concentration on scattered
intensity was measured. The results are shown in Figs. 3

Fig. 3 Dependence of the red blood cell concentration on the scat-
tered light intensity.
o. 5
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Fig. 4 Dependence of the white blood cell concentration on the scat-
tered light intensity.
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4. The sum of the outputs of the first 50 pixels from the upper
edge of the CCD~in the forward scattering direction! was
defined as the scattering light intensity. As the scattering ligh
intensities of the red blood cells were high, a variable neura
density filter was used in front of the CCD when measuring
red blood cells.

From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that in some ranges of th
red blood cell concentration, a linear relationship exists be
tween the scattered light intensity and the red blood cell con
centration. When the red blood cell concentration increased
the intensity of the scattered light also increased. In som
ranges of white blood cell concentrations, a similar linear re-
lationship also exists.

According to our measurements, when the concentration
of red blood cells increased over 800 tenthousand/mm3, the
curve showed an obviously nonlinear relationship. We consid
ered that this was caused by the multiple scattering effect i
the high concentrations. For white blood cells, this nonlinea
threshold value was11,000/mm3. Typical values of red blood
cell number and white blood cell number in1 mm3 are around
420 ten thousand to 620 ten thousand and 5,000 to 100,00
respectively,1 so this nonlinearity will not influence the typical
blood cell counting.

We consider the nonzero intercepts of the two fits in Figs
3 and 4 were caused by the scattering of the particles in th
saline or the red blood cell debris in the white blood cell
diluent, when the concentration of red blood cells or white
blood cells were zero~although we had subtracted the back-
ground scattering of cell diluent when measuring!.

Currently, a qualitative linear relationship between the
blood cell concentration and the light scattering intensity has
been established. We found that the slope and offset of th
-
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,
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curves shown in Figs. 3 and 4 vary from patient to patie
Further work to obtain a quantitative relationship by cons
ering the gender and age and race of the donors is in prog

4.3 Measurement Results of Standard Particles
Figure 5 shows the measurement result of a standard par
~polystyrene latex! aqueous suspension~the Coulter method’s
result was provided by the standard particle vendor!. The re-
sult obtained from the presented method fits well with th
from the Coulter method.

4.4 Measurement Results of Blood Samples
The size distribution of the red blood cell and white bloo
cells, and the mean diameter of the red blood cells were m
sured. The white blood cells were classified into three clas
by measuring their size distribution. According to th
literature,38 the white blood cells between 4.67 and 7.6mm
can be counted as the lymphocytes~actually, lymphocyte are
generally between 5.6 and 8.0mm!. And white blood cells
with sizes between 7.6 and 10.1mm can be regarded a
middle-sized cells, which are mainly monocytes. But eosin
phils, basophils, archecytes, and heterocytes are also in
range~7.6 to 10.7mm!. Thus, if the middle peak is exorbitan
we must pay attention to it, and take the manual hemacyt
eter result as the rule. The white blood cells of sizes 10.1
17.0 mm are regarded as neutrocytes. Thus, the white bl
cells were classified as lymphocytes, neutrocytes, and mid
sized cells according to their size distribution. By this metho
the small and large cell accordance ratio was high, and
accordance ratio of middle-sized cells was below 50%.

Figures 6 and 7 show one subject’s~subject 1! red blood
cell and white blood cell size distribution measurement
sults, respectively. The donor was a male of age 24. T
counting result of the hemacytometer method was red c
number, 516 tenthousand/mm3; lymphocytes 30%; and neu

Fig. 6 Red blood cell measurement result for subject 1.
Fig. 5 Measurement results of a standard particle with nominal diam-
eter of 16.32 mm.
 Fig. 7 White blood cell measurement result for subject 1.
Biomedical Optics d September/October 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 5 999
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Fig. 8 Red blood cell measurement result for subject 2.
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trocyte 70%. The red blood cell mean diameter for this teste
by the presented method was 7.69mm. The result of the white
blood cell classification by this method was lymphocytes,
25.1%; neutrocytes, 73.5%; and middle-sized cells, 1.4%.

Figures 8 and 9 shows another subject’s~subject 2! red
blood cell and white blood cell size distribution measuremen
results, respectively. The donor was a female of age 74. Th
counting result of the hemacytometer method was red cell
number, 114 tenthousand/mm4; lymphocytes, 27%; and neu-
trocytes, 72%; and monocytes, 1.0%. The red cell mean d
ameter for this tester by this method was 8.24mm. It was
greater than the normal value and implied that this patien
may have anemia. The result of the white blood cell classifi-
cation by the presented method was lymphocytes, 25.4%
neutrocytes, 61.7%; and middle-sized cells, 12.8%.

The measurement results fit well with the hemacytomete
method. The mean diameters of the red blood cells in Figs.
and 8 have some discrepancy from the results reported in th
literature20,24 in which the mean diameter of a red blood cell
as a homogeneous volume-equivalent sphere were determin
as around 6mm. We consider this discrepancy was caused by
the difference between the subjects, since we do have som
results derived from different subjects with mean diameters
around 6mm ~data not shown here!. Further work of compar-
ing the presented method’s results with those of other auto
matic methods such as the Coulter counter method will be
processed.

5 Conclusions and Discussion
A new nonflowing laser light scattering method was presente
here for counting and classifying blood cells automatically. A
CCD and a silicon photoelectric cell~which was placed be-
hind a pinhole plate on the CCD! formed a double-detector
ce

d

o-

nt
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structure. The CCD was used to detect the scattered ligh
tensity distribution of the blood cells, and the silicon phot
electric cell to complete the focusing of the experimen
setup. An isotropic sphere with relative refractivity near 1 w
used to model the blood cell. Mie theory was used to desc
the scattering of white blood cells and platelets, and ano
lous diffraction, red blood cells. Obtaining the size distrib
tion of blood cells from their scattered light intensity distrib
tion required the application of the NNLS method, the Pow
method, and the precision punishment method. The exp
mental results showed that there is a linear relationship
tween the blood cell~white and red blood cells! concentration
and the scattered light intensity. However, such relationsh
are varied in different gender, race, or age groups. Fur
work will be necessary to determine a general dependenc
blood cell concentration on scattered light intensity, or diffe
ent dependencies for different genders, ages, and ra
groups, which would enable measuring the number of blo
cells in a unit volume.

Our model assumes blood cells as homogeneous spher
uniform refractive index for simplicity. In reality, cells ar
inhomogeneous and nonspherical in most situations, and
refractive indices are different. However, in a healthy hum
the relative refractive index of the blood cells does not va
significantly.25 It was also shown that, under certain cond
tions, forward light scattering by inhomogeneous particles
be amenable to an analytical treatment similar to that for u
form spherical particles.39 On the other hand, modifications o
the model, such as using ellipsoidal particles25 or double-
layered spherical structures,24 should further improve the ac
curacy of the method. A refractive index can also be includ
as a parameter in the optimization procedure.

This method considers only single and elastic scatter
and it is suitable for diluted suspension measurementin vitro.
For in vivo measurement, where multiple scattering is prese
some modification must be made to obtain an accurate v
for matrix T in Eq. ~6!.

In summary, this paper presents anin vitro nonflowing
laser light scattering method for automatically counting a
classifying blood cells. It can be used~1! to determine the
mean and distribution of the red blood cell size;~2! to divide
the white blood cells into three classes according to th
sizes, lymphocytes, middle-sized cells, and neutrocytes;
~3! to obtain the number of blood cells in a unit volume fro
the relationship between the blood cell concentration and
scattered light intensity.
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